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Abstrat This paper outlines a program in what one might all spetral sheaf
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graph theory. This work gives an exploratory introdution, and inludes results
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1 Introdution

In spetral graph theory, one assoiates to a ombinatorial graph additional

algebrai strutures in the form of square matries whose spetral data is
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then investigated and related to the graph. These matries ome in several

variants, most partiularly degree and adjaeny matries, Laplaian matries,

and weighted versions thereof. In most ases, the size of the impliated matrix

is based on the vertex set, while the struture of the matrix enodes data

arried by the edges.

To say that spetral graph theory is useful is an understatement. Spetral

methods are key in suh disparate �elds as data analysis [BN03,CL06℄, the-

oretial omputer siene [HLW06,CS11℄, probability theory [LP16℄, ontrol

theory [Bul18℄, numerial linear algebra [ST14℄, oding theory [Spi96℄, and

graph theory itself [Chu92,BH12℄.

Muh of spetral graph theory fouses on the Laplaian, leveraging its

unique ombination of analyti, geometri, and probabilisti interpretations

in the disrete setting. This is not the omplete story. Many of the most well-

known and well-used results on the spetrum of the graph Laplaian return

features that are neither exlusively geometri nor even ombinatorial in na-

ture, but rather more qualitative. For example, it is among the �rst fats of

spetral graph theory that the multipliity of the zero eigenvalue of the graph

Laplaian enumerates onneted omponents of the graph, and the relative

size of the smallest nonzero eigenvalue in a onneted graph is a means of

approximate dis-onnetivity. Suh features are topologial, and it is here that

the present inquiry begins.

There is another branh of mathematis in whih Laplaians hold sway:

Hodge theory. This is the slie of algebrai geometry that uses Laplaians on

(omplex) Riemannian manifolds to haraterize global features. The lassial

initial result is that one reovers the ohomology of the manifold as the kernel

of the Laplaian on di�erential forms [AMR88℄. For example, the kernel of the

Laplaian on 0-forms (R-valued funtions) returns the rank of H0
, the 0-th

ohomology group (with oe�ients in R), whose dimension the number of

onneted omponents. In spirit, then, Hodge theory ategori�es elements of

spetral graph theory.

Hodge theory, like muh of algebrai topology, survives the disretization

from Riemannian manifolds to (weighted) ell omplexes [Ek45,Fri98℄. The

lassial boundary operator for a ell omplex and its formal adjoint ombine

to yield a generalization of the graph Laplaian whih, like the Laplaian of

Hodge theory, ats on higher dimensional objets (ellular ohains, as opposed

to di�erential forms). The kernel of this disrete Laplaian is isomorphi to the

ellular ohomology of the omplex with oe�ients in the reals, generalizing

the onnetivity detetion of the graph Laplaian in grading zero. As suh,

the spetral theory of the disrete Laplaian o�ers a geometri perspetive

on algebrai-topologial features of higher-dimensional omplexes. This is an

ative area of researh [Par13,Ste13,HJ13℄.

This is not the end. Our aim is a generalization of both spetral graph

theory and disrete Hodge theory whih ties in to reent developments in

topologial data analysis. The past two deades have witnessed a burst of

ativity in omputing the homology of ell omplexes (and sequenes thereof)

to extrat robust global features, leading to the development of speialized
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tools, suh as persistent homology, barodes, and more, as desriptors for ell

omplexes [Car13,EH10,KMM04,OPT+17℄.

Topologial data analysis is evolving rapidly. One partiular diretion of

evolution onerns a hange in perspetive from working with ell omplexes

as topologial spaes in and of themselves to fousing instead on data over

a ell omplex � viewing the ell omplex as a base on whih data to be

investigated resides. For example, one an onsider salar-valued data over ell

omplexes, as ours in weighted networks and omplexes; or sensor data, as

ours in target enumeration problems [CGR12℄. Riher data involves vetor

spaes and linear transformations, as with reent work in ryo-EM [HS11℄

and synhronization problems [Ban15℄. Reent work in TDA points to the

appropriate generalization of these and related data strutures over topologial

spaes. This is the theory of sheaves .

We will work exlusively with ellular sheaves [Cur14℄. Fix a (regular, lo-

ally �nite) ell omplex � a triangulated surfae will su�e for purposes

of imagination. A ellular sheaf of vetor spaes is, in essene, a data stru-

ture on this domain, assoiating loal data (in the form of vetor spaes) to

ells and ompatibility relations (linear transformations) to ells of inident

asending dimension. Data over verties is sent to data over inident edges;

data over edges is sent to data over inident 2-ells, et. As a trivial example,

the onstant sheaf assigns a rank-one vetor spae to eah ell and identity

isomorphisms aording to boundary faes. More interesting is the ellular

analogue of a vetor bundle: a ellular sheaf whih assigns a �xed vetor spae

of dimension n to eah ell and isomorphisms as linear transformations (with

speializations to O(n) or SO(n) as desired).
The data assigned to a ellular sheaf naturally arranges into a ohain

omplex. As suh, ellular sheaves possess a Laplaian that speializes to the

graph Laplaian and the Hodge Laplaian for the onstant sheaf. For ellu-

lar sheaves of real vetor spaes, a spetral theory � an examination of the

eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the sheaf Laplaian � is natural, motivated,

and, to date, unexamined apart from a few speial ases (see �3.5).

This paper skethes an emerging spetral theory for ellular sheaves. Given

the motivation as a generalization of spetral graph theory, we will often spe-

ialize to ellular sheaves over a 1-dimensional ell omplex (that is, a graph,

oasionally with loops or multiple edges between vertex pairs). This is mostly

for the sake of simpliity and initial appliations, as zero- and one-dimensional

homologial invariants are the most readily appliable. However, as the theory

is general, we oasionally point to higher-dimensional side-quests.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In �2, we over the neessary topologi-

al and algebrai preliminaries, inluding de�nitions of ellular sheaves. Next,

�3 gives de�nitions of the various matries involved in the extension of spetral

theory to ellular sheaves. Setion 4 uses these to explore issues related to har-

moni funtions and ohains on sheaves. In �5, we extend various elementary

results from spetral graph theory to ellular sheaves. The subsequent two se-

tions treat more sophistiated topis, e�etive resistane (�6) and the Cheeger

inequality (�7), for whih we have some preliminary results. We onlude with
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outlines of potential appliations for the theory in �8 and diretions for future

inquiry in �9.

The results and appliations we sketh are at the beginnings of the subjet,

and a great deal more in way of fundamental and applied work remains.

This paper has been written in order to be readable without partiular ex-

pertise in algebrai topology beyond the basi ideas of ellular homology and

ohomology. Category-theoreti terminology is used sparingly and for oni-

sion. Given the well-earned reputation of sheaf theory as di�ult for the non-

speialist, we have provided an introdutory setion with terminology and ore

onepts, noting that muh more is available in the literature [Bre97,KS90℄.

Our reourse to the ellular theory greatly inreases simpliity, readability, and

appliability, while resonating with the spirit of spetral graph theory. There

are abundant referenes available for the reader who requires more information

on algebrai topology [Hat01℄, appliations thereof [EH10,Ghr14℄, and ellular

sheaf theory [Cur14,Ghr14℄.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Cell omplexes

De�nition 1. A regular ell omplex is a topologial spae X with a deom-

position into subspaes {Xα}α∈PX
satisfying the following onditions:

1. For eah x ∈ X , every su�iently small neighborhood of x intersets �nitely
many Xα.

2. For all α, β, Xα ∩Xβ 6= ∅ only if Xβ ⊆ Xα.

3. Every Xα is homeomorphi to R
nα

for some nα.

4. For every α, there is a homeomorphism of a losed ball in Rnα
to Xα that

maps the interior of the ball homeomorphially onto Xα.

Condition (2) implies that the set PX has a poset struture, given by β ≤ α
i� Xβ ⊆ Xα. This is known as the fae poset of X . The regularity ondition

(4) implies that all topologial information about X is enoded in the poset

struture of PX . For our purposes, we will identify a regular ell omplex with

its fae poset, writing the inidene relation β Pα. The lass of posets that

arise in this way an be haraterized ombinatorially [Bjö84℄. For our pur-

poses, a morphism of ell omplexes is a morphism of posets between their

fae inidene posets that arises from a ontinuous map between their asso-

iated topologial spaes. In partiular, morphisms of simpliial and ubial

omplexes will qualify as morphisms of regular ell omplexes.

The lass of regular ell omplexes inludes simpliial omplexes, ubi-

al omplexes, and so-alled multigraphs (as 1-dimensional ell omplexes).

As nearly every spae that an be haraterized ombinatorially an be repre-

sented as a regular ell omplex, these will serve well as a default lass of spaes

over whih to develop a ombinatorial spetral theory of sheaves. We note that

the spetral theory of omplexes has heretofore been largely restrited to the
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study of simpliial omplexes [SB+18℄. A number of our results will speialize

to results about the spetra of regular ell omplexes by onsideration of the

onstant sheaf.

2.2 Cellular sheaves

Let X be a regular ell omplex. A ellular sheaf attahes data spaes to the

ells of X together with relations that speify when assignments to these data

spaes are onsistent.

De�nition 2. A ellular sheaf of vetor spaes on a regular ell omplex X
is an assignment of a vetor spae F(σ) to eah ell σ of X together with a

linear transformation FσPτ : F(σ) → F(τ) for eah inident ell pair σP τ .
These must satisfy both an identity relation FσPσ = id and the omposition

ondition:

ρP σP τ ⇒ FρPτ = FσPτ ◦ FρPσ.

The vetor spae F(σ) is alled the stalk of F at σ. The maps FσPτ are alled

the restrition maps .

For experts, this de�nition at �rst seems only reminisent of the notion

of sheaves familiar to topologists. The depth of the relationship is explained

in detail in [Cur14℄, but the essene is this: the data of a ellular sheaf on X
spei�es spaes of loal setions on a over of X given by open stars of ells.

This translates in two di�erent ways into a genuine sheaf on a topologial spae.

One may either take the Alexandrov topology on the fae inidene poset of the

omplex, or one may view the open stars of ells and their natural re�nements

a basis for the topology of X . There then exists a natural ompletion of the

data spei�ed by the ellular sheaf to a onstrutible sheaf on X .

One may ompress the de�nition of a ellular sheaf to the following: If X
is a regular ell omplex with fae inidene poset PX , viewed as a ategory,

a ellular sheaf is a funtor F : PX → Vectk to the ategory of vetor �elds

over a �eld k.

De�nition 3. Let F be a ellular sheaf on X . A global setion x of F is a

hoie xσ ∈ F(σ) for eah ell σ of X suh that xτ = FσPτxσ for all σP τ .
The spae of global setions of F is denoted Γ (X ;F).

Perhaps the simplest sheaf on any omplex is the onstant sheaf with stalk

V, whih we will denote V. This is the sheaf with all stalks equal to V and all

restrition maps equal to the identity.

2.2.1 Cosheaves

In many situations it is more natural to onsider a dual onstrution to a

ellular sheaf. A ellular osheaf preserves stalk data but reverses the diretion

of the fae poset, and with it, the restrition maps.
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De�nition 4. A ellular osheaf of vetor spaes on a regular ell omplex X
is an assignment of a vetor spae F(σ) to eah ell σ of X together with linear

maps FσPτ : F(τ) → F(σ) for eah inident ell pair σP τ whih satis�es the

identity (FσPσ = id) and omposition ondition:

ρP σP τ ⇒ FρPτ = FρPσ ◦ FσPτ .

More onisely, a ellular osheaf is a funtor P op

X → Vectk. The on-

travariant funtor Hom(•, k) : Vect
op

k
→ Vectk means that every ellular

sheaf F has a dual osheaf F̂ whose stalks are Hom(F(σ), k).

2.2.2 Homology and Cohomology

The ells of a regular ell omplex have a natural grading by dimension. By

regularity of the ell omplex, this grading an be extrated from the fae

inidene poset as the height of a ell in the poset. This means that a ellular

sheaf has a graded vetor spae of ohains

Ck(X ;F) =
⊕

dim(σ)=k

F(σ).

To develop this into a hain omplex, we need a boundary operator and

a notion of orientation � a signed inidene relation on PX . This is a map

[• : •] : PX × PX → {0,±1} satisfying the following onditions:

1. If [σ : τ ] 6= 0, then σPτ and there are no ells between σ and τ in the

inidene poset.

2. For any σPτ ,
∑

γ∈PX
[σ : γ][γ : τ ] = 0.

Given a signed inidene relation on PX , there exist oboundary maps δk :
Ck(X ;F) → Ck+1(X ;F). These are given by the formula

δk|F(σ) =
∑

dim(τ)=k+1

[σ : τ ]FσPτ ,

or equivalently,

(δkx)τ =
∑

dim(σ)=k

[σ : τ ]FσPτ (xσ).

Here we use subsripts to denote the value of a ohain in a partiular stalk;

that is, xσ is the value of the ohain x in the stalk F(σ).
It is simple to show that δk◦δk−1 = 0, so that these oboundary maps de�ne

a ohain omplex and hene a ohomology of ellular sheaves. In partiular,

H0(X ;F) is naturally isomorphi to Γ (X ;F), the spae of global setions.

An analogous onstrution de�nes a homology theory for osheaves. Cosheaf

homology may be thought of as dual to sheaf ohomology in a Poinaré-like

sense. That is, frequently the natural analogue of degree zero sheaf ohomology

is degree n osheaf homology.
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There is a relative version of ellular sheaf ohomology. Let A be a sub-

omplex of X . There is a natural subspae of Ck(X ;F) onsisting of ohains
whih vanish on stalks over ells in A. The oboundary of a ohain whih van-
ishes on A also vanishes on A, sine any ell in A(k+1)

has only ells in A(k)
on

its boundary. Therefore we get a subomplex C•(X,A;F) of C•(X ;F). The
ohomology of this subomplex is the relative sheaf ohomology H•(X,A;F).

2.2.3 Sheaf morphisms

De�nition 5. If F and G are sheaves on a ell omplex X , a sheaf morphism

ϕ : F → G is a olletion of maps ϕσ : F(σ) → G(σ) for eah ell σ of X , suh

that for any σPτ , ϕτ ◦ FσPτ = GσPτ ◦ ϕσ. Equivalently, all diagrams of the

following form ommute:

F(σ) G(σ)

F(τ) G(τ)

FσPτ

ϕσ

GσPτ

ϕτ

Funtoriality assures that a sheaf morphism ϕ : F → G indues maps ϕk :
Ck(X ;F) → Ck(X ;G) whih ommute with the oboundary maps, resulting

in the indued maps on ohomology Hkϕ : Hk(X ;F) → Hk(X ;G).

2.2.4 Sheaf operations

There are several standard operations that at on sheaves to produe new

sheaves.

De�nition 6 (Diret sum). If F and G are sheaves on X , their diret sum

F ⊕ G is a sheaf on X with (F ⊕ G)(σ) = F(σ) ⊕ G(σ). The restrition maps

are (F ⊕ G)σPτ = FσPτ ⊕ GσPτ .

De�nition 7 (Tensor produt). If F and G are sheaves on X , their tensor

produt F ⊗G is a sheaf on X with (F ⊗G)(σ) = F(σ)⊗G(σ). The restrition
maps are (F ⊗ G)σPτ = FσPτ ⊗ GσPτ .

De�nition 8 (Pullbak). If f : X → Y is a morphism of ell omplexes and

F is a sheaf on Y , the pullbak f∗F is a sheaf on X with f∗F(σ) = F(f(σ))
and (f∗F)σPτ = Ff(σ)Pf(τ).

De�nition 9 (Pushforward). The full de�nition of the pushforward of a ellu-

lar sheaf is somewhat more ategorially involved than the previous onstru-

tions. If f : X → Y is a morphism of ell omplexes and F is a sheaf on X ,

the pushforward f∗F is a sheaf on Y with stalks f∗F(σ) given as the limit

limσPf(τ)F(τ). The restrition maps are indued by the restrition maps of

F , sine whenever σPσ′
, the one for the limit de�ning f∗F(σ) ontains the

one for the limit de�ning f∗F(σ′), induing a unique map f∗F(σ) → f∗F(σ′).
In this paper, we will only work with pushforwards over loally injetive ell

maps, that is, where the open stars of eah ell in f−1(σ) are disjoint. In this

ase, f∗F(σ) ≃
⊕

σ′∈f−1(σ) F(σ′), and (f∗F)σPτ =
⊕

(σ′Pτ ′)∈f−1(σPτ) Fσ′Pτ ′
.
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Those familiar with the de�nitions of pushforward and pullbak for sheaves

over topologial spaes will note a reversal of fates when we de�ne sheaves over

ell omplexes. Here the pullbak is simple to de�ne, while the pushforward is

more involved. This ompliation arises beause ellular sheaves are in a sense

de�ned pointwise rather than over open sets.

3 De�nitions

3.1 Weighted ellular sheaves

Let k = R or C. A weighted ellular sheaf is a ellular sheaf with values in

k-vetor spaes where the stalks have additionally been given an inner produt

struture. One may view suh as a funtor PX → Hilbk.

Beause vetor spae diret sums and tensor produts of inner produt

spaes have natural inner produts, the diret sum and tensor produt of

weighted ellular sheaves have natural weighted strutures. Similarly, the pull-

baks and pushforwards of a weighted sheaf have natural weighted strutures.

There are some ategorial subtleties to be aware of when we pass from

ellular sheaves to weighted ellular sheaves. The spae of global setions of a

ellular sheaf is de�ned in ategorial terms as the limit of the funtor X →
Vect de�ning the sheaf. This de�nes the spae of global setions up to unique

isomorphism. We might want a weighted spae global setions to be a sort

of limit in Hilb whih is de�ned up to unique unitary isomorphism. The

ategorial struture allowing us to de�ne unitarity is the fat that Hilb is a

dagger ategory , and the orresponding onept of limit is the dagger limit .

Unfortunately, Hilb does not have all dagger limits; in partiular, pullbaks

over spans of noninjetive maps do not exist [HK18℄. As a result, there is

no single anonial way to de�ne an inner produt on the spae of global

setions of a ellular sheaf. There are two approahes that seem most natural,

however. One is to view the spae of global setions as ker δ0 with its natural

inner produt given by inlusion into C0
. The other is to view this spae as a

subspae of

⊕

σ F(σ). We will generally take the view that global setions are

a subspae of C0
; that is, we will weight Γ (X ;F) by its natural isomorphism

with H0(X ;F).

An inner produt on a vetor spae V indues an isomorphism with its

dual V ∗ = Hom(V, k). In partiular, this means that a weighted sheaf gives an

isomorphism between the stalks of a sheaf and its dual osheaf. This is remi-

nisent of the bisheaves reently introdued by MaPherson and Patel [MP18℄.

However, the struture maps F(σ) → F̂(σ) will rarely ommute with the re-

strition and extension maps as required by the de�nition of the bisheaf�this

only holds in general if all restrition maps are unitary. The bisheaf onstru-

tion is meant to give a generalization of loal systems, and as suh �ts better

with our disussion of disrete vetor bundles in �3.4.
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The inner produts on stalks of F extend by the orthogonal diret sum

to inner produts on Ck(X ;F), permitting a straightforward de�nition of the

sheaf Laplaians.

3.2 The sheaf Laplaian

Given a hain omplex of inner produt spaes C0 → C1 → · · · we an on-

strut the Hodge Laplaian ∆ = (δ+ δ∗)2 = δ∗δ+ δδ∗. This operator is natu-
rally graded into omponents∆k : Ck → Ck

, with∆k = (δk)∗δk+δk−1(δk−1)∗.
This operator an be further separated into up- (oboundary) and down-

(boundary) Laplaians ∆k
+ = (δk)∗δk and ∆k

− = δk−1(δk−1)∗ respetively.

The basi and well-known theorem of disrete Hodge theory is the follow-

ing:

Theorem 1. Let C0 → C1 → · · · be a hain omplex of inner produt spaes,

with Hodge Laplaians ∆k
. Then ker∆k ∼= Hk(C•).

Proof. By de�nition, Hk(C•) = ker δk/ im δk−1
. In an inner produt spae,

ker δk/ im δk−1
is isomorphi to the orthogonal omplement of im δk−1

in

ker δk, whih we may write (ker δk) ∩ (im δk−1)⊥ = (ker δk) ∩ (ker(δk−1)∗).
So it su�es to show that ker∆k = (ker δk)∩ (ker(δk−1)∗). Note that ker δk =
ker(δk)∗δk = ker∆k

+ and similarly for ∆k
−. So we need to show that ker(∆k

+ +
∆k

−) = ker∆k
+ ∩ ker∆k

−, whih will be true if im∆k
+ ∩ im∆k

− = 0. But this is
true beause im∆k

+ = im(δk)∗ = (ker δk)⊥ and im∆k
− = im δk−1 ⊆ ker δk.

The upshot of this theorem is that the kernel of ∆k
gives a set of anonial

representatives for Hk(C•). This is ommonly known as the spae of harmoni

ohains , denoted Hk(C•). In partiular, the proof above implies that there is

an orthogonal deomposition Ck = Hk ⊕ im δk−1 ⊕ im(δk)∗.
When the hain omplex in question is the omplex of F-ohains, the

Hodge onstrution produes the sheaf Laplaians. The Laplaian whih is

easiest to study and most immediately interesting is the degree-0 Laplaian,

whih is a generalization of the graph Laplaian. We an represent it as a

symmetri blok matrix with bloks indexed by the verties of the omplex.

The entries on the diagonal are ∆0
v,v =

∑

vPeF
∗
vPeFvPe and the entries on

the o�-diagonal are ∆0
u,v = −F∗

uPeFvPe, where e is the edge between v and u.
Laplaians of other degrees have similar blok strutures.

The majority of results in ombinatorial spetral theory have to do with

up-Laplaians. We will frequently denote these Lk
by analogy with spetral

graph theory, where L typially denotes the (non-normalized) graph Laplaian.

In partiular, we will further elide the index k when k = 0, denoting the graph
sheaf Laplaian by simply L. A subsript will be added when neessary to

identify the sheaf.

The Laplaian of a labeled weighted graph determines the graph. The

analogous result is not true of sheaves on a graph. For instane, the two sheaves
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Fig. 1 Two nonisomorphi sheaves with the same Laplaian.

in Figure 3.2 both have Laplaian

[

2 −1
−1 2

]

but are not unitarily isomorphi. More pithily, one annot hear the shape of a

sheaf. There are several soures for the lossiness of the sheaf Laplaian repre-

sentation. One is that restrition maps may be the zero morphism, e�etively

allowing for edges that are only attahed to one vertex. More generally, re-

strition maps may fail to be full rank, whih means that it is impossible to

identify the dimensions of edge stalks from the Laplaian.

3.2.1 Harmoni ohains

The elements of ker∆k = Hk
are known as harmoni k-ohains. More gener-

ally, a k-ohain may be harmoni on a subomplex:

De�nition 10. A k-ohain x of a sheaf F on a ell omplex X is harmoni

on a set S of k-ells if (∆k
Fx)|S = 0.

When k = 0 and F is the onstant sheaf, this an be expressed as a loal

averaging property: For eah v ∈ S, xv = 1
d(v)

∑

u∼v xu, where ∼ indiates

edge-inidene.

3.2.2 Identifying sheaf Laplaians

Degree-zero sheaf Laplaians for sheaves with stalks of dimension at most

1 are known as matries of fator width equal to two, and are preisely the

lass of symmetri generalized diagonally dominant matries [BCPT05℄. These

are matries L for whih there exists a positive diagonal matrix D suh that

DLD is diagonally dominant. Indeed, the fat that sheaves are not in general

determined by their Laplaians is in part a onsequene of the nonuniqueness

of width-two fatorizations.
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3.3 The normalized Laplaian and hoie of weights

Many results in spetral graph theory rely on a normalized version of the

standard graph Laplaian, whih is typially de�ned via the diagonal degree

matrix D, letting L = D−1/2LD−1/2
. This de�nition preserves the Laplaian

as a symmetri matrix, but it obsures the true meaning of the normalization.

The normalized Laplaian is the standard Laplaian with a di�erent hoie

of weights for the verties. The matrix D−1/2LD−1/2
is similar to D−1L,

whih is self adjoint with respet to the inner produt 〈x, y〉 = xTDy. In this

interpretation, eah vertex is weighted proportional to its degree. Viewing the

normalization proess as a reweighting of ells leads to the natural de�nition

of normalized Laplaians for simpliial omplexes given by Horak and Jost

[HJ13℄.

Indeed, following Horak and Jost's de�nition for simpliial omplexes, we

propose the following extension to sheaves.

De�nition 11. Let F be a weighted ellular sheaf de�ned on a regular ell

omplex X . We say F is normalized if for every ell σ of X and every x, y ∈
F(σ) ∩ (ker δ)⊥, 〈δx, δy〉 = 〈x, y〉.

Lemma 1 Given a weighted sheaf F on X, it is always possible to reweight

F to a normalized version.

Proof. Note that if X has dimension k, the normalization ondition is au-

tomatially satis�ed for all ells σ of dimension k. Thus, starting at ells of

dimension k − 1, we reursively rede�ne the inner produts on stalks. If σ
is a ell of dimension k − 1, let Πσ be the orthogonal projetion F(σ) →
F(σ) ∩ ker δ. Then de�ne the normalized inner produt 〈•, •〉Nσ on F(σ) to be
given by 〈x, y〉Nσ = 〈δ(id−Πσ)x, δ(id−Πσ)y〉+〈Πσx,Πσy〉. It is lear that this
reweighted sheaf satis�es the ondition of De�nition 11 for ells of dimension k
and k− 1. We may then perform this operation on ells of progressively lower

dimension to obtain a fully normalized sheaf.

Note that there is an important hange of perspetive here: we do not

normalize the Laplaian of a sheaf, but rather normalize the sheaf itself.

If we apply this proess to a sheaf F on a graph, this has an immediate

interpretation in terms of the original sheaf Laplaian. Let D be the blok

diagonal of the standard sheaf Laplaian, and note that for x ⊥ kerL, 〈x,Dx〉
is the reweighted inner produt on C0(G;F). In partiular, the adjoint of

δ with respet to this inner produt has the form D†δT , where D†
is the

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of D, so that the matrix form of the reweighted

Laplaian with respet to this inner produt is D†L. Changing to the standard
basis then gives L = D†/2LD†/2

.

3.4 Disrete vetor bundles

A sublass of sheaves of partiular interest are those where all restrition maps

are invertible.These sheaves have been the subjet of signi�antly more study
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than the general ase, sine they extend to loally onstant sheaves on the ge-

ometri realization of the ell omplex. The Riemann-Hilbert orrespondene

desribes an equivalene between loally onstant sheaves (or osheaves) on

X , loal systems on X , vetor bundles on X with a �at onnetion, and repre-

sentations of the fundamental group of X . When we represent a loal system

by a ellular sheaf or osheaf, we will all it a disrete vetor bundle.

One way to understand the spae of 0-ohains of a disrete vetor bun-

dle is as representing a subspae of the setions of a geometri realization of

the assoiated �at vetor bundle, de�ned by linear interpolation over higher-

dimensional ells. The oboundary map an be seen as a sort of disretization

of the onnetion, whose �atness is manifest in the fat that δ2 = 0.
Disrete vetor bundles have some subtleties when we study their Lapla-

ians. The sheaf-osheaf duality orresponding to a loal system, given by

taking inverses of restrition maps, is not in general the same as the dual-

ity indued by an inner produt on stalks. Indeed, these duals are only the

same when the restrition maps are orthogonal � their adjoints must be their

inverses.

The inner produt on stalks of a ellular sheaf has two roles: it gives a

relative weight to vetors in eah stalk, but via the restrition maps also gives

a relative weight to ells in the omplex. This seond role ompliates our

interpretation of ertain sorts of vetor bundles. For instane, one might wish

to de�ne an O(n) disrete vetor bundle on a graph to be one where all re-

strition maps are orthogonal. However, from the perspetive of the degree-0

Laplaian, a uniform saling of the inner produt on an edge does not hange

the orthogonality of the bundle, but instead in some sense hanges the length

of the edge, or perhaps the amount of emphasis we give to disrepanies over

that edge. So a disrete O(n)-bundle should be one where the restrition maps

on eah ell are salar multiples of orthonormal maps.

That is, for eah ell σ, we have a positive salar ασ, suh that for every

σPτ , the restrition map FσPτ is an orthonormal map times ατ/ασ. One

way to think of this is as a saling of the inner produt on eah stalk of

F . Frequently, espeially when dealing with graphs, we set ασ = 1 when

dim(σ) = 0, but this is not neessary.
The rationale for this partiular de�nition is that in the absene of a basis,

inner produts are not absolutely de�ned, but only in relation to maps in or out

of a spae. Saling the inner produt on a vetor spae is meaningless exept

in relation to a given olletion of maps, whih it transforms in a uniform way.

As a speial ase of this de�nition, it will be useful to think about weighted

versions of the onstant sheaf. These are isomorphi to the `true' onstant

sheaf, but not unitarily so. Weighted onstant sheaves on a graph are analo-

gous to weighted graphs. The distintion between the true onstant sheaf and

weighted versions arises beause it is often onvenient to think of the setions

of a ellular sheaf as a subspae of C0(X ;F). As a result, we often only want

our setions to be onstant on 0-ells, allowing for variation up to a salar mul-
tiple on higher-dimensional ells. This notion will be neessary in �8.2 when

we disuss approximations of a ellular sheaf.
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3.5 Comparison with previous onstrutions

Friedman, in [Fri15℄, gave a de�nition of a sheaf

1

on a graph, developed a

homology theory, and suggested onstruting sheaf Laplaians and adjaeny

matries. The suggestion that one might develop a spetral theory of sheaves

on graphs has remained until now merely a suggestion.

The graph onnetion Laplaian, introdued by Singer and Wu in [SW12℄,

is simply the sheaf Laplaian of an O(n)-vetor bundle over a graph. This

onstrution has attrated signi�ant interest from a spetral graph theory

perspetive, inluding the development of a Cheeger-type inequality [BSS13℄

and a study of random walks and sparsi�ation [CZ12℄. Connetion Laplaian

methods have proven enlightening in the study of synhronization problems.

Others have approahed the study of vetor bundles, and in partiular line

bundles, over graphs without referene to the onnetion Laplaian, studying

analogues of spanning trees and the Kirhho� theorems [Ken11,CCK13℄. Other

work on disrete approximations to onnetion Laplaians of manifolds has

analyzed similar matries [Man07℄.

Gao, Brodski, and Mukherjee developed a formulation in whih the graph

onnetion Laplaian is expliitly assoiated to a �at vetor bundle on the

graph and arises from a twisted oboundary operator [GBM16℄. This obound-

ary operator is not a sheaf oboundary map and has some di�ulties in its

de�nition. These arise from a lak of freedom to hoose the basis for the

spae of setions over an edge of the graph. Further work by Gao uses a sheaf

Laplaian-like onstrution to study noninvertible orrespondenes between

probability distributions on surfaes [Gao16℄.

Wu et al. [WRWX18℄ have reently proposed a onstrution they all a

weighted simpliial omplex and studied their Laplaians. These are ellular

osheaves where all stalks are equal to a given vetor spae and restrition

maps are salar multiples of the identity. Their work disusses the ohomology

and Hodge theory of weighted simpliial omplexes, but did not touh on issues

related to the Laplaian spetrum.

4 Harmoniity

As a prelude to results about the spetra of sheaf Laplaians, we will disuss

issues related to harmoni ohains on sheaves.While these do not immediately

touh on the spetral properties of the Laplaian, they are losely bound with

its algebrai properties.

4.1 Harmoni Extension

Proposition 1. Let B ⊆ X be a subomplex and let x|B ∈ Ck(B;F) be an

F-valued k-ohain spei�ed on B. If Hk(X,B;F) = 0, then there exists a

1

In our terminology, Friedman's sheaves are ellular osheaves.
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unique ohain x ∈ Ck(X ;F) whih restrits to x|B on B and is harmoni on

S = X \B.

Proof. A matrix algebrai formulation su�es. Representing∆k
F in blok form

as partitioned by B and S, the relevant equation is

[

∆k
F (S, S) ∆k

F (S,B)
∆k

F (B,S) ∆k
F (B,B)

] [

x|S
x|B

]

=

[

0
y

]

.

Sine y is indeterminate, we an ignore the seond row of the matrix, giving

the equation ∆k
F (S, S)x|S + ∆k

F (S,B)x|B = 0. We an write ∆k
F(S, S) =

(δk|S)
∗δk|S + ((δk−1)∗|S)∗(δk−1)∗|S , whih is very lose to the k-th Hodge

Laplaian of the relative ohain omplex

· · · → Ck−1(X,B;F) → Ck(X,B;F) → Ck+1(X,B;F) → · · · .

Letting πS be the orthogonal projetion Ci(X ;F) → Ci(X,B;F), we may

write the Hodge Laplaian of the relative omplex as

∆k(X,B;F) = πS(δ
k)∗δkπ∗

S + πSδ
k−1π∗

SπS(δ
k−1)∗π∗

S .

Meanwhile, we an write the submatrix

∆k(S, S) = πS(δ
k)∗δkπ∗

S + πSδ
k−1(δk−1)∗π∗

S .

It is then immediate that ker(∆k(S, S)) ⊆ ker∆k(X,B;F), so that ∆k
F (S, S)

is invertible if Hk(X,B;F) = 0.

If we restrit to up- or down-Laplaians, a harmoni extension always ex-

ists, even if it is not unique. This is beause, for instane, im(δk|S)
∗δk|B ⊆

im(δk|S)
∗δk|S . In partiular, this implies that harmoni extension is always

possible for 0-ohains, with uniqueness if and only if H0(X,B;F) = 0.

4.2 Kron Redution

Kron redution is one of many names given to a proess of simplifying graphs

with respet to the properties of their Laplaian on a boundary. If G is a

onneted graph with a distinguished set of verties B, whih we onsider as a

sort of boundary of G, Proposition 1 shows that there is a harmoni extension

map E : RB → RV (G)
. It is then possible to onstrut a graph G′

on B suh

that for every funtion x on the verties of G′
, we have LG′x = πBLGE(x),

where πB is the orthogonal projetion map R
V (G) → R

B
. Indeed, E(x)|S =

−LG(S, S)
−1LG(S,B)x, so

LG′x = πBLGE(x) = LG(B,B)x− LG(B,S)LG(S, S)
−1LG(S,B)x,

and hene

LG′ = LG(B,B)− LG(B,S)LG(S, S)
−1LG(S,B),

that is, LG′
is the Shur omplement of the (B,B) blok of LG. It is also the

Laplaian of a graph on B:
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Fig. 2 A sheaf illustrating the general impossibility of Kron redution.

Theorem 2 (see [DB13℄). If LG is the Laplaian of a onneted graph G, and

B a subset of verties of G, then LG′ = LG(B,B)−LG(B,S)LG(S, S)
−1LG(S,B)

is the Laplaian of a graph with vertex set B.

A physially-inspired way to understand this result (and a major use of

Kron redution in pratie) is to view it as reduing a network of resistors

given by G to a smaller network with node set B that has the same eletrial

behavior on B as the original network. In this guise, Kron redution is a high-

powered version of the Y -∆ and star-mesh transforms familiar from iruit

analysis. Further disussion of Kron redution and its various impliations

and appliations may be found in [DB13℄.

Can we perform Kron redution on sheaves? That is, given a sheaf F
on a graph G with a presribed boundary B, an we �nd a sheaf FB on a

graph with vertex set B only suh that for every x ∈ C0(B;FB) we have

LFB
x = πC0(B;FB)LFE(x), where E(x) is the harmoni extension of x to G?
The answer is, in general, no. Suppose we want to remove the vertex v

from our graph, i.e., B = G \ {v}. Let Dv =
∑

vPe F
∗
vPeFvPe = Lv,v. To

eliminate the vertex a we apply the ondition (LF(x,E(x)))(v) = 0, and take a
Shur omplement, replaing L(B,B) with L(B,B)−L(B, v)D−1

a L(v,B). This
means that we add to the entry L(w,w′) the map F∗

wPeFvPeD
−1
a F∗

vPe′Fw′Pe′ ,

where e is the edge between v and w, and e′ the edge between v and w′
. This

does not in general translate to a hange in the restrition maps for the edge

between w and w′
. In general, Kron redution is not possible for sheaves.

In partiular, if s is a setion of F , its restrition to B must be a setion

of FB, and if s is not a setion, its restrition to B annot be a setion of FB.

But we an onstrut sheaves with a spae of setions on the boundary that

annot be repliated with a sheaf on the boundary verties only. For instane,

take the star graph with three boundary verties, with stalks R over boundary

verties and edges, and R2
over the internal vertex. Take as the restrition

maps from the entral vertex restrition onto the �rst and seond omponents,

and addition of the two omponents. See Figure 4.2 for an illustration.

Note that a global setion of this sheaf is determined by its value on the

entral vertex. If we label the boundary verties ounterlokwise starting at

the top, the spae of global setions for FB must have as a basis

x1 =





1
1
0



 , x2 =





1
0
1



 .

But there is no sheaf on K3 whih has the same global setions as this sheaf.

To see this, note that if x1 is a setion, the map from F(v1) to F(v3) must
be the zero map, and similarly for the map from F(v2) to F(v3). Similarly, if

x2 is a setion, the maps F(v1) → F(v2) and F(v3) → F(v2) must be zero.

But this already shows that the vetor

[

1 0 0
]T

must be a setion, giving FB
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a three-dimensional spae of setions. The problem is that the internal node

allows for onstraints between boundary nodes that annot be expressed by

purely pairwise interations. This fat is a fundamental obstrution to Kron

redution for general sheaves.

However, there is a sheaf Kron redution for sheaves with vertex stalks of

dimension at most 1. This follows from the identi�ation of the Laplaians of

suh sheaves as the matries of fator width two in �3.2.2.

Theorem 3. The lass of matries of fator width at most two is losed under

taking Shur omplements.

Proof. By Theorems 8 and 9 of [BCPT05℄, a matrix L has fator width at most

two if and only if it is symmetri and generalized weakly diagonally dominant

with nonnegative diagonal, that is, there exists a positive diagonal matrix D
suh that DLD is weakly diagonally dominant. Equivalently, these are the

symmetri positive semide�nite generalized weakly diagonally dominant ma-

tries. The lass of generalized weakly diagonally dominant matries oinides

with the lass of H-matries, whih are shown to be losed under Shur om-

plements in [JS05℄. Similarly, the lass of symmetri positive de�nite matries

is losed under Shur omplements, so the intersetion of the two lasses is

also losed.

4.3 Maximum Modulus Theorem

Harmoni 0-ohains of an O(n)-bundle satisfy a loal averaging property

whih leads diretly to a maximum modulus priniple.

Lemma 1. Let G be a graph with an O(n)-bundle F , where the vertex weights

αv as disussed in �3.4 are onstant. If x ∈ C0(G;F) is harmoni at a vertex

v, then

xv =
1

dv

∑

v,wPe
v 6=w

F∗
vPeFwPexw,

where dv =
∑

vPe‖FvPe‖
2 =

∑

vPe α
2
e.

Proof. The blok row of LF orresponding to v has entries −F∗
vPeFwPe o�

the diagonal and

∑

vPe F
∗
vPeFvPe =

∑

vPe‖FvPe‖
2 idF(v) on the diagonal.

The harmoniity ondition is then

dvx(v) −
∑

v,wPe
v 6=w

F∗
vPeFwPexw = 0.
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Theorem 4 (Maximum modulus priniple). Let G be a graph, and B be a

thin subset of verties of G; that is, G \ B is onneted, and every vertex in

B is onneted to a vertex not in B. Let F is an O(n)-bundle on G, with

x ∈ C0(G;F) harmoni on G \B. Then if x attains its maximum modulus on

G \B, it has onstant modulus.

Proof. Let v ∈ G \B and suppose ‖xv‖ ≥ ‖xw‖ for all w ∈ G. Then this holds

in partiular for neighbors of v, so that we have

‖xv‖ =
1

dv
‖
∑

v,wPe
v 6=w

F∗
vPeFwPexw‖ ≤

1

dv

∑

v,wPe
v 6=w

‖F∗
vPeFwPexw‖

=
1

dv

∑

v,wPe
v 6=w

α2
e‖xw‖ ≤

1

dv

∑

vPe

α2
e‖xv‖ = ‖xv‖,

Equality holds throughout, foring the modulus of x to be onstant on its

immediate neighborhood. The same holds for any vertex not in B, due to the

fat that there exists a path between them avoiding B, so ‖x‖ is onstant on

G \ B. It is then also onstant on B by the ondition that every vertex in B
be adjaent to a vertex in G \ B. So any harmoni funtion that attains its

maximum modulus on G \B has onstant modulus.

Corollary. Let B be a thin subset of verties of G. If x ∈ C0(G;F) is har-

moni on G \B, then it attains its maximum modulus on B.

The onstant sheaf on a graph is an O(n)-bundle, so this result gives a

maximum modulus priniple for harmoni funtions on the verties of a graph.

A slightly stronger result in this vein, involving maxima and minima of x, is
disussed in [Sun08℄. The thinness ondition for B is not stritly neessary

for the orollary to hold � there are a number of potential weakenings of the

ondition. For instane, we might simply require that there exists some w ∈ B
suh that for every vertex v ∈ G\B there exists a path from v to w not passing

through B.

5 Spetra of Sheaf Laplaians

The results in this setion are straightforward generalizations and extensions of

familiar results from spetral graph theory. Most are not partiularly di�ult,

but they illustrate the potential for lifting nontrivial notions from graphs and

omplexes to sheaves.

It is useful to note a few basi fats about the spetra of Laplaians arising

from Hodge theory.

Proposition 2. The nonzero spetrum of ∆k
is the disjoint union of the

nonzero spetra of ∆k
+ and ∆k

−.
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Proof. If x is an eigenvetor of ∆k
+ with nonzero eigenvalue λ, it is orthogonal

to ker∆k
+. In partiular, then, beause ker∆k

+ ontains im∆k
−, we see that

x ⊥ im∆k
− and hene x ∈ ker∆k

−. Thus x is an eigenvetor of ∆k
with

eigenvalue λ. A symmetri argument shows that all eigenvetors of ∆k
− with

nonzero eigenvalues are also eigenvetors of ∆k
.

Proposition 3. The nonzero spetra of ∆k
+ and ∆k+1

− are the same.

Proof. We have ∆k
+ = (δk)∗δk and ∆k+1

− = δk(δk)∗. The eigendeompositions

of these matries are determined by the singular value deomposition of δk,
and the nonzero eigenvalues are preisely the squares of the nonzero singular

values of δk.

One reason for the study of the normalized graph Laplaian is that its

spetrum is bounded above by 2. A similar result holds for up-Laplaians of

normalized simpliial omplexes [HJ13℄: the eigenvalues of the degree-k up-

Laplaian of a normalized simpliial omplex are bounded above by k + 2.
This fat extends to normalized sheaves on simpliial omplexes.

Proposition 4. Suppose F is a normalized sheaf on a simpliial omplex X.

The eigenvalues of the degree k up-Laplaian Lk
F are bounded above by k + 2.

Proof. By the Courant-Fisher theorem, the largest eigenvalue of Lk
F is equal

to

sup
x∈Ck(X;F)

〈x, Lk
Fx〉

〈x, x〉
= sup

x⊥ker δk

〈δkx, δkx〉
∑

dimσ=k

〈δkxσ, δkxσ〉

= sup
x⊥ker δk

∑

dim τ=k+1

∑

σ,σ′Pτ

[σ : τ ][σ′ : τ ]〈FσPτxσ,Fσ′Pτxσ′ 〉

∑

dimσ=k

∑

σPτ

〈FσPτxσ ,FσPτxσ〉
.

Note that for σ 6= σ′
,

[σ : τ ][σ′ : τ ]〈FσPτxσ,Fσ′Pτxσ′ 〉 ≤ ‖FσPτxσ‖‖Fσ′Pτxσ′‖

≤
1

2

(

‖FσPτxσ‖
2 + ‖Fσ′Pτxσ′‖2

)

by the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality. In partiular, then, eah term of the nu-

merator is bounded above by

∑

σPτ

‖FσPτxσ‖
2+

1

2

∑

σ 6=σ′Pτ

(

‖FσPτxσ‖
2 + ‖Fσ′Pτxσ′‖2

)

= (k+2)
∑

σPτ

‖FσPτxσ‖.

Meanwhile, the denominator is equal to

∑

dim τ=k+1

∑

σPτ

‖FσPτxσ‖
2
, so the Rayleigh

quotient is bounded above by k + 2.
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5.1 Eigenvalue Interlaing

De�nition 12. Let A, B be n× n matries with real spetra. Let λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤
· · · ≤ λn be the eigenvalues of A and µ1 ≤ µ2 ≤ · · · ≤ µn be the eigenvalues

of B. We say the eigenvalues of A are (p,q)-interlaed with the eigenvalues of

B if for all k, λk−p ≤ µk ≤ λk+q . (We let λk = λ1 for k < 1 and λk = λn for

k > n.)

The eigenvalues of low-rank perturbations of symmetri positive semide�-

nite matries are related by interlaing. The following is a standard result:

Theorem 5. Let A and B be positive semide�nite matries, with rankB = t.
Then the eigenvalues of A are (t, 0)-interlaed with the eigenvalues of A−B.

Proof. Let µk be the k-th largest eigenvalue of A−B and λk the k-th largest

eigenvalue of A. By the Courant-Fisher theorem, we have

µk = min
dimY=k

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y,Ay〉 − 〈y,By〉

〈y, y〉

)

≥ min
dimY=k

(

max
y∈Y ∩kerB,y 6=0

〈y,Ay〉

〈y, y〉

)

≥ min
dimY=k−t

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y,Ay〉

〈y, y〉

)

= λk−t

and

λk = min
dimY =k

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y,Ay〉

〈y, y〉

)

≥ min
dimY =k

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y,Ay〉 − 〈y,By〉

〈y, y〉

)

= µk.

This result is immediately appliable to the spetra of sheaf Laplaians

under the deletion of ells from their underlying omplexes. The key part is

the interpretation of the di�erene of the two Laplaians as the Laplaian of

a third sheaf.

2

Let F be a sheaf on X , and let C be an upward-losed set of

ells of X , with Y = X \C. The inlusion map i : Y → X indues a restrition

of F onto Y , the pullbak sheaf i∗F . Consider the Hodge Laplaians ∆k
F and

∆k
i∗F . If C ontains ells of dimension k, these matries are di�erent sizes, but

we an derive a relationship by padding ∆k
i∗F with zeroes. Equivalently, this

is the degree-k Laplaian of F with the restrition maps inident to ells in C
set to zero.

Proposition 5. Let G be the sheaf on X with the same stalks as F but with

all restrition maps between ells not in C set to zero. The eigenvalues of ∆k
i∗F

are (t, 0)-interlaed with the eigenvalues of ∆k
F , where t = codimHk(X ;G) =

dimCk(X ;F)− dimHk(X ;G).

2

Suh subtle moves are part and parel of a sheaf-theoreti perspetive.
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Similar results an be derived for the up- and down-Laplaians. Speializing

to graphs, interlaing is also possible for the normalized graph sheaf Laplaian.

The Rayleigh quotient for the normalized Laplaian Li∗F is

〈x,D
−1/2
i∗F Li∗FD

−1/2
i∗F x〉

〈x, x〉
=

〈y, Li∗Fy〉

〈y,Di∗Fy〉
=

〈y, LFy〉 − 〈y, LGy〉

〈y,DFy〉 − 〈y,DGy〉
.

We then have

µk = min
dimY =k

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉 − 〈y, LGy〉

〈y,DFy〉 − 〈y,DGy〉

)

≥ min
dimY =k

(

max
y∈Y ∩H0(X;G),y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉 − 〈y,DGy〉

)

≥ min
dimY =k

(

max
y∈Y ∩H0(X;G),y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉

)

≥ min
dimY =k−t

(

max
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉

)

= λk−t

µk = max
dimY=n−k+1

(

min
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉 − 〈y, LCy〉

〈y,DFy〉 − 〈y,DGy〉

)

≤ max
dimY=n−k+1

(

min
y∈Y∩H0(X;G),y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉 − 〈y,DGy〉

)

≤ max
dimY=n−k+1

(

min
y∈Y∩H0(X;G),y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉

)

≤ max
dimY=n−k−t+1

(

min
y∈Y,y 6=0

〈y, LFy〉

〈y,DFy〉

)

= λk+t

This shows that the eigenvalues of the normalized Laplaians are (t, t)-interlaed.

5.2 Sheaf morphisms

Proposition 6. Suppose ϕ : F → G is a morphism of weighted sheaves on a

regular ell omplex X. If ϕk+1
is a unitary map, then Lk

F = (ϕk)∗Lk
Gϕ

k
.

Proof. The ommutativity ondition ϕk+1δF = δGϕk
implies that (δF )∗(ϕk+1)∗ϕk+1δF =

(ϕk)∗(δG)∗δGϕk = (ϕk)∗Lk
Gϕ

k
. Thus if (ϕk+1)∗ϕk+1 = idC1(F), we have L

k
F =

(ϕk)∗Lk
Gϕ

k
. This ondition holds if ϕk+1

is unitary.

An analogous result holds for the down-Laplaians of F , and these ombine

to a result for the full Hodge Laplaians.
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5.3 Cell omplex morphisms

The following onstrutions are restrited to loally injetive ellular mor-

phisms, those whose geometri realizations are loally injetive. Under these

morphisms, ells map to ells of the same dimension and the preimage of the

star of a ell is a disjoint union of stars. The sheaf Laplaian is then invariant

under pushforwards:

Proposition 7. Let X and Y be ell omplexes, and let f : X → Y be a

loally injetive ellular morphism. If F is a sheaf on X, the kth oboundary

Laplaian orresponding to f∗F on Y is the same (up to a unitary hange of

basis) as the kth oboundary Laplaian of F on X.

Corollary. The sheaves F and f∗F are isospetral for the oboundary Lapla-

ian.

Proof. There is a anonial isometry fk : Ck(X,F) → Ck(Y, f∗F), whih is

given on stalks by the obvious inlusion fσ : F(σ) → f∗F(f(σ)) =
⊕

f(τ)=f(σ) F(τ).

For σPσ′
, fσ ommutes with the restrition map FσPσ′

and hene fi ommutes

with the oboundary map. But this implies that:

Lk
f∗F = (δkf∗F )

∗δkf∗F = (δkf∗F)
∗f∗

(k+1)f(k+1)δ
k
f∗F = f∗

k (δ
k
F)

∗δkFfk = f∗
kL

k
Ffk.

General loally injetive maps behave niely with sheaf pushforwards, and

overing maps behave well with sheaf pullbaks.

Proposition 8. Let f : C → X be a overing map of ell omplexes, with F a

sheaf on X. Then for any k, the spetrum of Lk
F is ontained in the spetrum

of Lk
f∗F .

Proof. Consider the lifting map ϕ : Ck(X ;F) → Ck(C; f∗F) given by x 7→
x ◦ fk. This map ommutes with δ and δ∗. The ommutativity with δ follows

immediately from the proof of the ontravariant funtoriality of ohains. The

ommutativity with δ∗ is more subtle, and relies on the fat that f is a overing

map.

For y ∈ Ck(C; f∗F) and x ∈ Ck+1(X ;F), we have

〈y, δ∗ϕx〉 = 〈δy, ϕx〉 =
∑

σ′,τ ′∈PC

σ′Pτ ′

[σ′ : τ ′] 〈f∗Fσ′Pτ ′(yσ′), (ϕx)τ ′ 〉

=
∑

σ,τ∈PX

σPτ

[σ : τ ]
∑

σ′∈f−1(σ)

〈FσPτ (yσ′), xτ 〉

=
∑

σ,τ∈PX

σPτ

[σ : τ ]〈FσPτ (i
∗y)σ, xτ 〉 = 〈δϕ∗y, x〉 = 〈y, ϕδ∗x〉.

Now, if Lk
Fx = λx, we have Lk

f∗Fϕx = (δkf∗F )
∗δkf∗Fϕx = ϕ(δkF )

∗δkFx =

ϕLk
Fx = λϕx, so λ is an eigenvalue of Lk

f∗F .
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Even if f : Y → X is not quite a overing map, it is still possible to get

some information about the spetrum of f∗F . For instane, for dimension-

preserving ell maps with uniform �ber size we have a bound on the smallest

nontrivial eigenvalue of the pullbak:

Proposition 9. Suppose f : Y → X is a dimension-preserving map of regular

ell omplexes suh that for dim(σ) = d,
∣

∣f−1(σ)
∣

∣ = ℓd is onstant, and let

F be a sheaf on X. If λk(F) is the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of Ld
F , then

λk(F) ≥ ℓd
ℓd+1

λk(f
∗F).

Proof. Let x be an eigenvetor orresponding to λk(F) and note that sine

every �ber is the same size, the pullbak ξ = f∗x preserves the inner produt

up to a saling. That is, if ξ is a d-ohain, 〈ξx, ξy〉 = ℓd〈x, y〉. This means that

the pullbak of x is orthogonal to the pullbak of any ohain in the kernel of

LF . Therefore, we have

λk(F) =
〈δx, δx〉

〈x, x〉
=

ℓd〈ξδx, ξδx〉

ℓd+1〈ξx, ξx〉
=

ℓd〈δξx, δξx〉

ℓd+1〈ξx, ξx〉
≥

ℓd
ℓd+1

λk(f
∗F).

5.4 Produt Complexes

If X and Y are ell omplexes, their produt X×Y is a ell omplex with ells

σ × τ for σ ∈ X , τ ∈ Y , and inidene relations (σ × τ)P(σ′ × τ ′) whenever
σPσ′

and τPτ ′. The dimension of σ × τ is dim(σ) + dim(τ). The omplex

X × Y possesses projetion maps πX and πY onto X and Y .

De�nition 13. If F and G are sheaves on X and Y , respetively, their produt
is the sheaf F ⊠ G = π∗

XF ⊗ π∗
Y G. Equivalently, we have (F ⊠ G)(σ × τ) =

F(σ)⊗F(τ) and (F ⊠ G)σ×τPσ′×τ ′ = FσPσ′ ⊗ GτPτ ′
.

Proposition 10. If LF and LG are the degree-0 Laplaians of F and G, the
degree-0 Laplaian of F ⊠ G is LF⊠G = idC0(X;F)⊗LG + LF ⊗ idC0(Y ;G).

Proof. The vetor spae C1(X × Y ;F ⊠ G) has a natural deomposition into

two subspaes: one generated by stalks of the form F(v)⊗G(e) for v a vertex

of X and e an edge of Y , and another generated by stalks of the opposite form

F(e)⊗ G(v). This indues an isomorphism

C1(X × Y ;F ⊠ G) ∼= (C0(X ;F)⊗ C1(Y ;G))⊕ (C1(X ;F)⊗ C0(Y ;G)).

Then the oboundary map of F ⊠ G an be written as the blok matrix

δF⊠G =

[

idC0(X;F) ⊗δG
δF ⊗ idC0(Y ;G)

]

.

A quik omputation then gives LF⊠G = δ∗F⊠GδF⊠G = idC0(X;F)⊗δ∗GδG +
δ∗FδF ⊗ idC0(Y ;G) = idC0(X;F)⊗LG + LF ⊗ idC0(Y ;G).
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Corollary. If the spetrum of LF is {µi}i and the spetrum of LG is {λj}j ,
then the spetrum of LF⊠G is {µi + λj}ij .

For higher degree Laplaians, this relationship beomes more ompliated.

For instane, the degree-1 up-Laplaian is omputed as follows:

δ1F⊠G =





idC0(X;F)⊗δ1G 0
δ0F ⊗ idC1(Y ;G) idC1(X;F)⊗δ0G

0 δ1F ⊗ idC0(Y ;G)



 .

L1
F⊠G =

[

idC0(X;F)⊗L1
G + L0

F ⊗ idC1(Y ;G) (δ0F )
∗ ⊗ δ0G

δ0F ⊗ (δ0G)
∗ idC1(X;F)⊗L0

G + L1
F ⊗ idC0(Y ;G)

]

.

Beause L1
F⊠G is given by a blok matrix in terms of various Laplaians and

oboundary maps of F and G, omputing its spetrum is more involved. When

X and Y are graphs, this simpli�es signi�antly and it is possible to ompute

the spetrum in terms of the spetra of F and G.

Proposition 11. Suppose X and Y are graphs, with F and G sheaves on X
and Y . If vF is an eigenvetor of L0

F with eigenvalue λ and vG an eigenve-

tor of L0
G with eigenvalue µ, then the vetor vF⊠G =

[√

λ
µvF ⊗ δ0GvG

√

µ
λδ

0
FvF ⊗ vG

]

is an

eigenvetor of L1
F⊠G with eigenvalue λ+ µ.

Proof. A omputation.

L1
F⊠GvF⊠G =

[

L0
F ⊗ idC1(Y ;G) (δ0F )

∗ ⊗ δ0G
δ0F ⊗ (δ0G)

∗ idC1(X;F)⊗L0
G

]

[√

λ
µvF ⊗ δ0GvG

√

µ
λδ

0
FvF ⊗ vG

]

=





(√

λ
µ +

√

µ
λ

)

λvF ⊗ δ0GvG
(√

λ
µ +

√

µ
λ

)

µδ0FvF ⊗ vG



 = (λ+ µ)

[√

λ
µvF ⊗ δ0GvG

√

µ
λδ

0
FvF ⊗ vG

]

.

A simpler way to obtain nearly the same result is to reall that (δ1F⊠G)
∗δ1F⊠G

and δ1F⊠G(δ
1
F⊠G)

∗
have the same spetrum up to the multipliity of zero. But

when X and Y are graphs,

δ1F⊠G(δ
1
F⊠G)

∗ = L0
F ⊗ idC1(Y ;G) + idC1(X;F)⊗L0

G .

However, for higher-dimensional omplexes and higher-degree Laplaians,

there appears to be no general simple formula giving the spetrum of F ⊠ G
in terms of the spetra of F and G. Indeed, we strongly suspet that no suh

formula an exist, i.e., that the spetrum of F⊠G is not in general determined

by the spetra of F and G.
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6 E�etive Resistane

E�etive resistane is most naturally de�ned for weighted osheaves, but sine

every weighted sheaf has a anonial dual weighted osheaf, the following def-

inition applies to weighted sheaves as well.

De�nition 14. Let F be a osheaf on a ell omplex X , and let a, b ∈ ker∂k
F

be homologous k-yles. The e�etive resistane R
e�

(a, b) is given by the so-

lution to the optimization problem

min
c∈Ck+1(X;F)

‖c‖2 s.t. ∂k+1c = b− a. (1)

Proposition 12. Cosheaf e�etive resistane may be omputed by the for-

mula R
e�

(a, b) = 〈b− a, (Lk
F)

†(b− a)〉, where Lk
F is the oboundary Laplaian

∂k+1∂
∗
k+1.

Proof. By a standard result about matrix pseudoinverses, (Lk
F)

† = (∂†
k+1)

∗∂†
k+1,

so 〈b − a, (Lk
F)

†(b − a)〉 = 〈∂†
k+1(b − a), ∂†

k+1(b − a)〉 = ‖∂†
k+1(b − a)‖2. But if

b−a ∈ im ∂k+1
, then ∂†

k+1(b−a) is the minimizer of the optimization problem

(1).

The ondition that a and b be homologous beomes trivial if Hk(X ;F) = 0.
Note that if F is the onstant osheaf on a graph, a 0-yle supported on a

vertex v is homologous to a 0-yle supported on a vertex w if their values

are the same. This means that the de�nition of osheaf e�etive resistane

reovers the de�nition of graph e�etive resistane.

For any osheaf on a ell omplex, we an get a measure of e�etive resis-

tane over a (k + 1)-ell σ by using the boundary map restrited to σ. Any
hoie of c ∈ F(σ) gives an equivalene lass of pairs of homologous k-yles
supported inside the boundary of σ. That is, we an deompose ∂c into the sum
of two k-yles in a number of equivalent ways. For instane, if σ is a 1-simplex

with two distint inident verties, there is a natural deomposition of ∂c into
a sum of two 0-yles, one supported on eah vertex. This gives a quadrati

form on F(σ): R
e�

(σ)(x) = 〈∂x, L†
F∂x〉. The hoie of deomposition does not

a�et the quadrati form. Of ourse, by the inner produt pairing, this an be

represented as a matrix (∂|F(σ))
∗L†

F∂|F(σ). In partiular, this gives a notion

of e�etive resistane over an edge for a osheaf on a graph.

6.1 Sparsi�ation

Graph e�etive resistane has also attrated attention due to its use in graph

sparsi�ation. It is possible to use e�etive resistane to onstrut spetral

sparsi�ers of sheaves on ell omplexes as well.

Theorem 6. Let X be a regular ell omplex of dimension d and F a osheaf

on X with dimCd−1(X ;F) = n. Given ǫ > 0 there exists a subomplex X ′ ⊆ X
with the same (d−1)-skeleton and O(ǫ−2n logn) d-ells, together with a osheaf

F ′
on X ′

suh that (1 − ǫ)Ld−1
F � Ld−1

F ′ � (1 + ǫ)Ld−1
F .
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Proof. If kerLd−1
F = 0, then an equivalent ondition to the onlusion is

λ
max

((Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F ′ (Ld−1
F )−

1
2 ) ≤ 1 + ǫ

and

λ
min

((Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F ′ (Ld−1
F )−

1
2 ) ≥ 1− ǫ.

If kerLd−1
F is nontrivial, we use the pseudoinverse of Ld−1

F and restrit to the

orthogonal omplement of the kernel. This only o�ers notational di�ulties,

so in the following we will alulate as if the kernel were trivial.

Consider the restritions of ∂d to eah d-ell σ, and note that

∑

dim(σ)=d

(∂d|σ)(∂d|σ)
∗ = Ld−1

F .

For eah d-ell σ, we will hoose σ to be in X ′
with probability

pσ = min(1, 4ǫ−2 log(n) tr(R
e�

(σ))).

If σ is hosen to be inX ′
, we hoose its extension maps to be F ′

σP• = 1√
pσ

FσP•.

Let Aσ be independent Bernoulli random variables with E[Aσ] = pσ and

let Xσ = 1
pσ

Aσ(L
d−1
F )−

1
2 (∂d|σ)(∂d|σ)

∗(Ld−1
F )−

1
2
. Note that by onstrution

∑

σ Xσ = (Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F ′ (Ld−1
F )−

1
2
and

E

[

∑

σ

Xσ

]

= (Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F (Ld−1
F )−

1
2 = idCd−1(X;F) .

We wish to show that the eigenvalues of

∑

σ Xσ are lose to those of its

expetation, for whih we use a matrix Cherno� bound proven in [Tro12℄.

This bound requires a bound on the norms of Xσ:

‖Xσ‖ ≤
1

pσ
‖(Ld−1

F )−
1
2 (∂d|σ)(∂d|σ)

∗(Ld−1
F )−

1
2 ‖

≤
1

pσ
tr((Ld−1

F )−
1
2 (∂d|σ)(∂d|σ)

∗(Ld−1
F )−

1
2 )

≤
1

pσ
tr((∂|σ)

∗(Ld−1
F )†∂σ) =

tr(R
e�

(σ))

pσ
.

We an a priori subdivide any d-ells neessary to have small enough e�etive

resistane so that pσ < 1 for all σ. This does not a�et the asymptotis, so we

an assume that pσ < 1. This means that ‖Xσ‖ ≤ ǫ2

4 log n . Our matrix Cherno�

bound then gives

P

[

λ
min

((Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F ′ (Ld−1
F )−

1
2 ) ≤ 1− ǫ

]

≤ n exp

(

−4ǫ2

2
ǫ−2 logn

)

= n−1

P

[

λ
max

((Ld−1
F )−

1
2Ld−1

F ′ (Ld−1
F )−

1
2 ) ≥ 1 + ǫ

]

≤ n exp

(

−4ǫ2

3
ǫ−2 logn

)

= n−1/3.
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When n is not trivially small there is a high probability of this happening.

We now hek the expeted number of d-ells in X ′
. This is

∑

σ

pσ ≤ 4ǫ−2 logn
∑

σ

tr(R
e�

(σ)),

and

∑

σ

tr(R
e�

(σ)) =
∑

σ

tr((∂|σ)
∗(Ld−1

F )−1∂|σ) =
∑

σ

tr((Ld−1
F )−1∂σ(∂|σ)

∗)

= tr

(

(Ld−1
F )−1

∑

σ

∂σ(∂|σ)
∗
)

= tr((Ld−1
F )−1Ld−1

F ) ≤ n.

A standard Cherno� bound argument with the Bernoulli random variables

determining whether eah ell is inluded then shows that the number of d-
ells is onentrated around its expetation and thus an be hosen to be

O(ǫ−2n logn).

The proof given here follows the outline of the proof given by Spielman in

[Spi15℄, simplifying the initial version of the proof whih used a sampling of

edges with replaement. Theorem 6 generalizes a number of theorems on spar-

si�ation of graphs and simpliial omplexes [ST11,CZ12,OPW17℄; however,

it is not the most general sparsi�ation theorem. Indeed, the ore argument

does not rely on the ell omplex struture, but only on the deomposition

of the Laplaian into a sum of matries, one orresponding to eah ell. More

general, and stronger, theorems about sparsifying sums of symmetri positive

semide�nite matries have been proven, suh as the following from [SHS16℄:

Theorem 7 (Silva et al. 2016). Let B1, . . . , Bm be symmetri, positive semidef-

inite matries of size n × n and arbitrary rank. Set B :=
∑

iBi. For any

ǫ ∈ (0, 1), there is a deterministi algorithm to onstrut a vetor y ∈ Rm
with

O(n/ǫ2) nonzero entries suh that y is nonnegative and

B �

m
∑

i=1

yiBi � (1 + ǫ)B.

The algorithm runs in O(mn3/ǫ2) time. Moreover, the result ontinues to hold

if the input matries B1, . . . , Bm are Hermitian and positive semide�nite.

The sheaf theoreti perspetive, though not the most general or powerful

possible, nevertheless maintains both a great deal of generality along with a

geometri interpretation of sparsi�ation in terms of an e�etive resistane.

This geometri interpretation may then be pursued to develop e�ient meth-

ods for approximating the e�etive resistane and hene fast algorithms for

sparsi�ation of ell omplexes and ellular sheaves atop them.
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7 The Cheeger inequality

7.1 Cheeger Inequality for O(n)-bundles

Bandeira, Singer, and Spielman proved an analogue to the graph Cheeger

inequality for O(n)-bundles [BSS13℄. Their goal was to give guarantees on

the performane of a spetral method for �nding an approximate setion to a

prinipal O(n)-bundle over a graph. They de�ned the frustration of a 0-ohain
x to be

η(x) =
〈x, Lx〉

〈x,Dx〉
=

〈x,Lx〉

〈x, x〉
,

and showed that any 0-ohain an be rounded to one with ontrolled frustra-

tion. Given a ohain x and a threshold κ ≥ 0, let xκ
be the ohain whose

value at a vertex v is xv/‖xv‖ if ‖xv‖
2 ≥ κ and is zero otherwise. For any suh

x there exists a κ suh that η(xκ) ≤
√

10η(x). This immediately implies that

λ1(L) ≤ min
‖xv‖=1 or 0

η(x) ≤
√

10λ1(L), (2)

where L is the normalized degree-0 Laplaian of the O(n)-bundle.
A natural question is whether this theorem extends to a more general lass

of sheaves on graphs. One reasonable andidate for extension is the lass of

sheaves on graphs where all restrition maps are partial isometries. One might

view these as O(n)-bundles where the edge stalks have been redued in di-

mension by an orthogonal projetion. However, the ohain rounding approah

does not work for these sheaves, as the following simple ounterexample shows.

Let G be a graph with two verties and one edge, and let F(v1) = F(v2) = R2

and F(e) = R. Then let Fv1Pe = [1 0] and Fv2Pe = [ 12

√
3
2 ]. Then let xv1 =

[

1
2
0

]

and xv2 =

[

1
0

]

. Then η(x) = 0, but η(xu) > 0 for any hoie of u < 1. This

means that there annot exist any funtion f : R → R with f(0) = 0 suh

that η(xu) ≤ f(η(x)).
This example does not immediately show that the Cheeger inequality (2) is

false for this lass of sheaves, sine this sheaf does have a setion of stalkwise

norm 1, but it does o�er a ounterexample to the key lemma in the proof.

Indeed, a more ompliated family of ounterexamples exists with sheaves

that have no global setions. These ounterexamples show that an approah

based on variational priniples and rounding is unlikely to prove an analogue

of the results of Bandeira et al. for more general lasses of sheaves.

7.2 Strutural Cheeger Inequality

Many extensions of the graph Cheeger inequality view it from the perspe-

tive of a onstrained optimization problem over ohains. This is the origin

of the Cheeger inequality for O(n)-bundles, and of the higher-dimensional
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Cheeger onstants proposed by Gromov, Linial and Meshulam, and others

[LM06,Gro10,PRT16℄. However, a sheaf gives us more struture to work with

than simply ohains.

The traditional Cheeger inequality for graphs is frequently stated as a

graph utting problem: what is the optimal ut balaning the weight of edges

removed with the sizes of the resulting partition? If we take the onstant sheaf

on a graph G, we an represent a ut of G by setting some restrition maps to

0, or, more violently, setting the edge stalks on the ut to be zero-dimensional.

Thus, a potential analogue to the Cheeger onstant for sheaves might be an

optimal perturbation to the struture of the sheaf balaning the size of the

perturbation with the size of the support of a new global setion that the

perturbation indues.

For instane, we might measure the size of a perturbation of the sheaf's

restrition maps in terms of the square of the Frobenius norm ‖·‖F of the

oboundary matrix. If we minimize ‖δF − δF ′‖2F , a natural relaxation to the

spae of all matries shows that this value is greater than λ1(LF ).

8 Toward Appliations

The inrease in abstration and tehnial overhead impliit in lifting spetral

graph theory to ellular sheaves is nontrivial. However, given the utility of

spetral graph theory in so many areas, the generalization to sheaves would

appear to be a good investment over time. As this work is an initial survey of

the landsape, we will not dwell on any one potential appliation too long here.

Rather, we sketh some possible avenues and provide plausibility arguments.

8.1 Distributed Consensus

Graph Laplaians and adjaeny matries play an important role in the study

and design of distributed dynamial systems. This begins with the observation

that the dynamial system

ẋ = −Lx

is loal with respet to the graph struture: the only terms that in�uene ẋv

are xw for w adjaent to v. Further, if the graph is onneted, diagonalization

of L shows that the �ows of this dynamial system onverge to the average of

the initial ondition. A similar observation holds for sheaves on graphs:

Proposition 13. Let F be a sheaf on a ell omplex X. The dynamial sys-

tem ẋ = −∆k
Fx has as its spae of equilibria Hk(X ;F), the spae of harmoni

k-ohains of F . The trajetory of this dynamial system initialized at x0 on-

verges exponentially quikly to the orthogonal projetion of x0 onto Hk(X ;F).

In partiular, this result implies that a distributed system an reah on-

sensus on the nearest global setion to an initial ondition. One appliation
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of this idea is to redue the total amount of ommuniation needed for a sys-

tem to reah onsensus. Suppose we have a distributed system on G where

eah node has state in Rd
for some large d and the nodes are required to

reah onsensus. The traditional approah is to use a disretized version of

the Laplaian dynamis of the onstant Rd
sheaf on G. But this requires the

ommuniation of the entire d-dimensional state vetor over eah edge at eah

time step. The possibility of using a di�erent sheaf on G that has the same

spae of global setions to redue the ommuniation ost is appealing. Suh

a sheaf would omprise a ertain approximation to the onstant sheaf.

8.2 Approximations to Cellular Sheaves

A sheaf of vetor spaes an be thought of as a distributed system of linear

transformations, and its ohomology H•
onsists of equivalene lasses of so-

lutions to systems based on these onstraints. From this perspetive, questions

of approximation � of sheaves and of sheaf ohomology � take on espeial

relevane. The question of approximating global setions to a given sheaf has

appeared in, e.g., Robinson [Rob17,Rob18℄.

Questions of approximating sheaves are equally interesting. Given the rel-

ative lak of investigation, the following de�nition is perhaps premature; nev-

ertheless, it is well-motivated by the problem of distributed onsensus as well

as notions of ellular approximation in algebrai topology.

De�nition 15. Let X be a regular ell omplex, and let G be a sheaf on X .

We say that a sheaf F on X is a k-approximation to G if there exists a sheaf

morphism a : G → F whih is an isomorphism on stalks over ells of degree

at most k, and whih indues an isomorphism Hi(X ;G) → Hi(X ;F) for all
i ≤ k.

If V is a vetor spae, we denote the onstant sheaf with stalk V by V, and

say that F is an approximation to the onstant sheaf if F is an approximation

to V.

This de�nition is reminisent of ellular approximation methods from al-

gebrai topology. A spae X may be k-approximated by a ell omplex Y ,
via a morphism Y → X induing an isomorphism on homotopy groups up to

degree k. Here we approximate a sheaf on a ell omplex by one with the same

ohomology in degrees up to k.
In partiular, a 0-approximation to F has the same vertex stalks and the

same spae of global setions as F . In what follows, we will work over a graph

G, and all approximations will be 0-approximations.

Proposition 14. If F is an approximation to V, then it is isomorphi to a

sheaf with vertex stalks V where the restrition maps FvPe : V → F(e) and

FwPe : V → F(e) are equal for all v ∼ w.

Proof. Note that beause a : V → F is an isomorphism on vertex stalks, F is

learly isomorphi to a sheaf with vertex stalks V. For every edge e = (v, w)
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we have the diagram

V V

V F(e)

V V

id

id

FvPe

ae

id

id

FwPe

,

and the only way it an ommute is if FvPe = FwPe = ae.

The proof of this proposition shows that speifying an approximation to

V is the same as speifying a morphism ae : V → F(e) for eah edge e of G.
Further, in order to produe an approximation to V, the ae must assemble to
a map a : C1(G;V) → C1(G;F) =

⊕

e∈E F(e) suh that ker(a ◦ δV) = ker δV.
This holds if kera is ontained in a omplement to im δ; equivalently, the
projetion map π : C1(G;V) → H1(G;V) must be an isomorphism when

restrited to ker a.
This suggests a way to onstrut an approximation to the onstant sheaf.

Choose a subspae Ke of V(e) for eah edge e of G and de�ne ae to be the pro-
jetion map V → V/Ke. If

⊕

e∈E Ke has the same dimension in H1(G;V) as in
C1(G;V), then a =

⊕

e∈E ae de�nes the edge maps giving an approximation

to V. (The vertex maps may be taken to be the identity.)

One neessary ondition for the maps ae to form an approximation to the

onstant sheaf is as follows:

Proposition 15. Let Ke ≤ V be a subspae for eah edge e of G. Suppose

the quotient maps ae : V → V/Ke assemble to form an approximation to the

onstant sheaf as in Proposition 14. Then for every utset C of G,

⋂

e∈C Ke =
0.

Proof. Let C be a utset of G for whih

⋂

e∈C Ke 6= 0, so that there is some

nonzero xC ∈
⋂

e∈C . C partitions G into at least two subgraphs. Pik one suh

subgraph H , and onstrut a ohain x ∈ C0(G;F) by letting xv = xC for

v ∈ H , and xv = 0 for v /∈ H . It is easy to see that δFx = 0 but x is not

onstant, so that F is not an approximation to the onstant sheaf.

The onverse is not true; the question of when a olletion {Ke} produes

an approximation to the onstant sheaf appears surprisingly subtle.

One we put weights on an approximation to the onstant sheaf, there are

bounds on its Laplaian spetrum in terms of the spetrum of the orrespond-

ing weighted onstant sheaf. Reall from �3.4 that a weighted onstant sheaf

is isomorphi to one where the restrition map VvPe is equal to (αe/αv) id.
We will for the urrent purposes assume that αv = 1 for all verties. In this

situation, the omponent maps ae of the approximation a : V → F are not

equal to the restrition maps FvPe, but are salar multiples.
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Theorem 8. Let a : V → F be an approximation to V, where the omponent

maps of a are orthogonal projetions, and the edge stalks of F have onstant

dimension k. Then if λV is the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of LV and λF is

the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of F , we have λF ≤ k
dimV

λV.

Proof. Consider LG, the weighted Laplaian of the weighted graph orrespond-

ing to the weighting of V. Let w be a unit eigenvetor of LG orresponding

to the smallest nontrivial eigenvalue λG
2 . Consider the edge projetion matrix

a = diag ae, with De = a∗eae. Then LF = δ∗
V
diag(De)δV. Choose x uniformly

at random from the unit sphere in V, and note that ‖w⊗ x‖ = 1 and v ⊗ x is

orthogonal to the spae of onstant ohains on V. Consider the expetation

E[〈w ⊗ x, LF(w ⊗ x)〉]. This is

E





∑

v,v′Pe

〈wvx− wv′x,De(wvx− wv′x)〉





=
∑

v,v′Pe

(wv − wv′)2E[〈x,Dijx〉] =
∑

v,v′Pe

(wv − wv′)2
tr(De)

dimV
.

Sine ae is an orthogonal projetion of rank k, tr(De) = k. Therefore,

E[〈w ⊗ x, LF (w ⊗ x)〉] =
k

dimV
λG
2 .

Sine this is an expetation over a set of unit vetors we see that there must

exist some unit norm x suh that (w ⊗ x)TLF(w ⊗ x) ≤ k
dimV

λG
2 , and hene

λ ≤ k
dimV

λV sine w ⊗ x is orthogonal to the spae of onstant ohains.

The preeding result in fat holds if the edge maps ae are of norm at most 1.

If λmax
F is the largest eigenvalue of LF , we have by a nearly idential argument

λmax
F ≥ k

dimV
λmax
V

.

Using an approximation to the onstant sheaf redues the amount of om-

muniation neessary for a single step of a disrete-time onsensus sheme, so

if bandwidth in eah time step is stritly limited, this an enable onsensus

where it was not previously possible. However, if bandwidth is not bounded,

but merely inurs some ost of ommuniation, we need to balane the ost of

ommuniation with the speed of onvergene, and study the spetral proper-

ties of approximations to the onstant sheaf. Numerial simulations show that

it is in fat possible to redue the total amount of ommuniation neessary

for onsensus up to a given threshold, but further work is neessary to develop

ways to quikly produe an approximation to the onstant sheaf with good

spetral properties.

8.3 Synhronization

The term synhronization in the ontext of problems with data on graphs

is exempli�ed in work by Singer on the angular alignment problem [Sin11℄.
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The onept was developed further by Bandeira in his dissertation [Ban15℄.

The general idea is to reover information about some set of parameters from

knowledge of their pairwise relationships. The general formulation, due to

Bandeira, is as follows: Given a group G, a graph X , and a funtion fij :
G → R for eah edge i ∼ j of X , �nd a funtion g : V (X) → G minimizing

∑

i∼j fij(g(i)g(j)
−1).

Often, the funtions fij are hosen suh that they have a unique minimum

at a given element gij ∈ G. One may view this as originating from aG-prinipal
bundle on a graph, with the group elements gij de�ning transition maps. The

desired solution is a setion of the bundle, determined up to a self-ation of G,
but may not exist if there is error in the measured gij . As a result, we seek an

error-minimizing solution, where the error is measured by the funtions fij .
Sheaves on graphs o�er a broader formulation: synhronization is the prob-

lem of �nding a global setion, or approximate global setion, of an observed

sheaf on a graph. By hoosing sheaves valued in a suitable ategory, we an

reover the group-theoreti formulation. There is something of a gap between

the natural formulation of many synhronization problems and a sheaf valued

in vetor spaes; bridging that gap for synhronization over O(d) is the goal

of [BSS13℄.

The expliit sheaf-theoreti formulation of the data of a synhronization

problem also suggests a di�erent approah to solving suh a problem. If a

synhronization sheaf has a global setion, as is the ase when the data are

internally onsistent and unorrupted by noise, �nding that setion is trivial.

The traditional approah to synhronization takes these transition funtions

as they are, and seeks an approximate setion to the sheaf. On the other

hand, we might try to denoise the measured relationships themselves using the

ondition of yle-onsisteny. That is, given an observed sheaf, �nd the nearest

sheaf supporting a global setion. A strutural Cheeger inequality as disussed

in �7.2 would give spetral insights into this problem. Deeper understanding

would ome from study of the moduli spaes of ellular sheaves.

8.4 Consistent Clustering

As suggested by Gao et al. [GBM16℄, the data of a sheaf on a graph is useful for

more than reovering a global setion. The problem of lustering objets where

the similarity measure omes from an expliit mathing or transformation gives

extra information. If we stipulate that objets within a luster should have

onsistent transformations along yles, the problem of lustering beomes

the problem of partitioning a graph into subgraphs, eah of whih supports

the appropriate spae of global setions.

Similar ideas arise in [Gao16℄, whih onsiders orrespondenes between

surfaes produed using the soft Prorustes distane. These orrespondenes

are maps between probability distributions on the vertex sets of disretized

surfaes. When these surfaes are meshes with varying numbers of verties,

these maps are not invertible, but by onstrution they are represented by
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doubly stohasti matries, and the analogue of the inverse for suh a map

is simply the transpose of its orresponding matrix. These sorts of geometri

orrespondenes are natural to onsider in the ontext of geometri morpho-

metris, the �eld devoted to studying and lassifying speies based on their

geometri properties.

Gao onstruts a matrix he alls the graph horizontal Laplaian, together

with normalized versions he uses to formulate a �ber bundle version of the

di�usion maps algorithm for dimensionality redution. The graph horizontal

Laplaian is related to a map of graphs X → G, where the �bers over verties
of G are disrete. A weighting on the edges of X indues a matrix-valued

weighting on the edges of G. This produes a weighted adjaeny matrix W of

G, from whih the graph horizontal Laplaian is generated by LH = D −W ,

where D is the diagonal matrix neessary to make LH
have row sums equal

to zero. This is in fat equivalent to the sheaf Laplaian of the pushforward

of the weighted onstant sheaf on X , and as a onsequene of Proposition

7, is simply a blok subdivision of the Laplaian of X . This sheaf on G an

then be normalized to onstrut a di�usion map embedding of the verties of

G, as well as an embedding of the verties of X . When applied to the surfae

orrespondene problem, the eigenvetors of the resulting sheaf Laplaian serve

to partition the surfaes into automatially determined landmarks or regions

of interest.

Approahing these notions of partitioning, partial setions, and noninvert-

ible mathings from a sheaf-theoreti perspetive o�ers new tools and lari�es

the problems in question. There are learly many questions and appliations

to investigate, and the tools of spetral sheaf theory should be of use here.

9 Closing Questions

There are numerous interesting open questions in a spetral sheaf theory. We

highlight a few below, with omments.

9.1 Metris on the spae of ellular sheaves

Interleaving-type onstrutions have been used to de�ne metris on the spae

of onstrutible sheaves. However, these rely on expliit geometri information

about the sheaves and their underlying spaes. Working with weighted ellular

sheaves may make it possible to de�ne useful distanes that rely only on the

ombinatorial and algebrai struture of the sheaves. What are the most useful

metris on the spae of sheaves? How do they interat with the sheaf Laplaians

and their spetra? How does this shed light on the moduli spae of ellular

sheaves?
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9.2 Developing a Cheeger inequality

Following the disussion in �7.2, a strutural Cheeger inequality for sheaves

is onneted to questions of the moduli spae of sheaves. Suh an inequality

would desribe how the spetral properties of a sheaf interat with its distane

to the nearest sheaf with a nontrivial global setion. Can a Cheeger inequality

emerge from approximations to the onstant sheaf, seeking 0-ohains of small

oboundary whih are onstant on large sets of verties?

9.3 Interations with the derived ategory

The standard way of understanding sheaf ohomology is through the derived

ategory of omplexes of sheaves [GM03℄. We may replae a sheaf by an in-

jetive resolution and take the ohomology of the omplex of sheaves. What

is the relationship between a weighted sheaf and its injetive resolutions, and

how do the resulting Laplaians onnet with the Hodge Laplaian de�ned

on the ohain omplex? What results an be proven about their spetra?

How do they interat with the standard sheaf operations? Is there a onsistent

way to add weights to the derived ategory of sheaves? We should not expet

the answers to these questions to be unique due to the dagger ategorial is-

sues disussed in �3.1, but there may be onstrutions whih are nevertheless

appealing.

9.4 Random walks

Chung and Zhao [CZ12℄ onsidered random walks on disrete O(n)-bundles,
inluding a de�nition of a sort of PageRank algorithm. Is it possible to de�ne

randomwalks on sheaves, and to what extent are suh related to the Laplaian?

Is there an analogous PageRank algorithm for sheaves?

9.5 Cones and diretedness

How does one model diretedness and asymmetri relations on sheaves? Sheaves

of ones and sheaf ohomology taking values in ategories of ones have proven

useful in reent appliations of sheaf theory to problems inorporating diret-

edness [GK17,KS18℄. Suh methods, though promising, may be nonommu-

tative, using semigroups and semimodules to enode the diretedness, whih,

in turn, pushes the boundaries of existing methods in sheaf theory and non-

abelian sheaf ohomology. It is �tting that suh extensions of the theory would

arise from novel appliations in an emerging spetral theory for sheaves over

direted graphs.
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